
LANGUAGE: ITS PRELINGUISTIC INHERITANCE 

canon, delivery, was termed actio in Latin and hupokrisis in Greek, bot · 
which meant an actor's stagecraft.) 

The mnemonic method taught in Roman schools of rhetoric 
been called the "mental walk," or the method of loci. An orator wo 
choose in advance a setting with which he was familiar, often a pu ' 
building, such as a temple, and mentally map that interior with _all' 
architectural details. Once that mental map was committed to mem 
the orator could represent each topic by an iconic emblem, then proj 
each emblem onto a particular place, a locus, on his mental map. () 
these two sets of visual cues, the loci and the emblems, were firmly c 
nected, he would be ready to deliver his outward talk while visualizi 
his inward walk (Yates, 1966). This method worked so well because it. 
a simulation of visuomotor perception that combined the actions ofb 
visual streams. In walking toward each locus, the visualizer was simu 
ing the action of the dorsal stream. As each emblem revealed itself, 
simulation of the ventral stream took over, this object was selected, 
then it was recognized as representing the topic that now needed to' 
presented. The Roman practice of the mental walk resembles the pro 
of discovering concepts stored in "places," i.e., invention. But, though 1 
meaning "places," is .a synonym of the Greek noun topoi, the Roni' 
"method ofloci" is a technique of memory, not of invention. Moreov 
requires the orator to visualize a very concrete architectural location as 
ad hoc container for a verbalizable concept. A Greek topos, on the ot., 
hand, was an abstract conceptual "place" stocked with a range of stand 
concepts (Small, 1997:85-87). 

Delivery, the actualizing of all the previous four canons, was the p 
formance as viewed from the outside. Here the orator would make 
use of the gestural and pantomimic conventions of his culture, th~ 
signs that regularly underscore and illustrate the meanings of phra 
and clauses in spontaneous discourse. He would also exploit those vo 
features of timbre, volume, pitch, and tempo that might best convey · 
attitude toward himself, his audience, the third-person others upon whi 
an oration is usually centered. Since this canon most closely concerns 
public performance oflanguage in other genres, such as song, dra 
and rhythmically intoned narrative, I will save these prelinguistic acco' 
paniments to speech for my next chapter, which deals directly with ver 
artifacts. 

.. 
The Poetic: ' 

,,<,!J',i,' 

By tracing the major stages in h~man preliistory, !fiis book h~~ prom, 
ised to show how verbal artifacts embody in their structures and ,hemes 
the cognitive evolution of our relatively recent and, so far, successful spe
cies. I began by setting forth the theory of stages proposed by Merlin 
Donald-namely, the episodic, the mimetic, the mythic, and the theo
retic. With language, at the onset of the mythic stage, we entered a new 
umwelt, the newly imagined universe of discourse, and, as we did, our 
brains underwent profound changes. As my previous chapters indicate, 
I agree with those who view this process as gradual. How long it took 
to form the language-ready brain will probably always be a matter of 
dispute. 

This problem becomes somewhat more manageable, however, if we 
agree that our modern brain is the outcome of many lines of incremental 
change, each initiated at different points in evolutionary time, most dur
ing the period between the appearance of the first primates (70 mya) and 
of the first humans (2.5 mya). Each change might be modified by later 
changes, but in its basic structure it remained to be recruited for further 
Uses. Thus, the wiring associated with episodic and mimetic skills con
tinued to be available to the linguistic mind in the mythic stage. 

We could not have survived had we not been able to rely on our pri
rnate and prelinguistic resources, but the old and the new mind, housed 
Within the same skull, were not always harmonious housemates. In 
rnatters of thought and reasoning, potential conflict was always possible 
between what has been called System 1 and System 2. The prelinguistic 
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aptitudes of episodic and mimetic consciousness do not always 111 
well with language-structured concepts and logic. We find evidenc. 
this conflict in the structures of oral poetry. Its development, wh 
seems to have been in the direction of longer narrative performan · 
reconstituted extended episodic consciousness within the new medi 
oflanguage. The nature of oral poetry, not simply as a play behavior,, · 
as a procedure for making separate verbal artifatts, placed these in. 
category of instrumental products that, like the carefully crafted tool 
the mimetic stage, were designed to be saved and reused. The prob 
was that language, the new System 2 information technology, w 
medium not easily adapted to satisfy the episodic and mimetic dema .. 

of the System 1 mind. . . , 
In this final chapter, I will examine how the preliterate imagina(' 

by means of oral poetry struggled to smooth the fault lines between 
old and the new mind and devised workarounds when it confronted/' 
herent obstacles. In doing so, it resorted to some of the same stratage ·:, 
that formal rhetoric would later codify, since extended speeches ana.,,:' 
tended verbal artifacts face some of the same cognitive constraj ' · 
When writing was finally introduced, verbal artifacts made a grad. 
partial transition from the public performance venue to the private, f. 
dimensional page. This radically transformed some, though not all 
the issues involved in the transition from S1 to S2. As literate verbala 
facture took the work of shaping the medium in fresh, new directi<;'. 
some aspects of the art form were preserved, some radically transform 
In a final epilogue I will suggest that, in those very transformations, .w 
ing continued to enhance the age-old power oflanguage to open wid 

window on the mind. 

The Ritual and Poetic Genres 

It has long been assumed that the earliest medium of imaginative 
pression was chanted speech accompanied by music and dance and . 
written lyric poetry was distantly derived from this ancient, universal,; 
form. Theories of the origin of poetry tended to stress the emotionalj 
irrational. Rousseau (1754/1984) pictured the individual savage mov 
awe or fear to personalize the forces of nature. In a famous statemeri 
tributed to him, Jacob Grimm declared its origin to be collective: " 
people make poetry" (Das Volk dichtet), an idea that influenced the 
lorist Francis Child to speak of the "singing, dancing throng" ands 
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10 find traces of spontaneous expressions in the refrains of folk ballads 
(Child et al., 1904). Friedrich Nietzsche in his celebrated first book, The 
Birth of Tragedy Out of the Spirit of Music (1872/1999), sought the preclas
sical origins of this poetic genre in a religion that was itself pre
olympian, an insight that encouraged Cambridge scholars such as 
James Frazer, Jane Harrison, F. M. Cornford, and Gilbert Murray to ex
plore the prehistoric ritual origins of the performing arts. 

Working within the classical tradition, at a time when that was sim
ply called "the Tradition," Murray (1927/1957) identified the Greek molpe, 
a song sung by a harper accompanied by a troupe of dancers, as the ante
cedent of all verse genres. Since it was such a delight to attend a molpe, 
the ancient Greeks assumed their sky-gods must also enjoy such events. 
Accordingly, they imagined Apollo as the singing harper and immortal 
Muses as the chorus that encircled him. "In development, one would 
conjecture, the group came first and the individual after" (31). That is to 
say, the "singing, dancing throng" became the molpe, which subsequently 
divided into secondary genres: hymns and choral odes required dancers 
who were also singers; tragedy and comedy presented chanting dancers 
together with speaking actors; while epic and song featured soloists who 
sometimes accompanied themselves on lyres or were accompanied by 
flute players. 

Contemporaneous ethnography had also been supplying essential 
documents for this search for cultural beginnings. Studies of extant 
hunting-gathering societies in Africa, North and South America, Aus
tralia, and Siberia provided what was deemed suggestive glimpses into 
Upper Paleolithic and Neolithic folkways and institutions, including the 
role of song makers and storytellers (Gummere, 1901; L. Pound, 1917). 
They also provided a number of examples of shorter verbal genres, in
cluding charms and riddles, which Andre Jolles explored in his Einfache 
Formen (1930), a study of the "simple forms" from which longer, complex 
verbal works were composed, a line of inquiry that Andrew Welsh (1987) 
was also to adopt. 

There is a long scholarly tradition that assumes that Paleolithic 
cultural artifacts (e.g., cave paintings, glyphs, and figurines) served 
religious purposes, a religion that has been variously identified with 
animism, totemism, and shamanism. Whether or not such surviving, 
ethnographically examined religious practices shed light on the religions 
practiced as early as 70,000 years ago is difficult to determine, but 
Whatever that practice was, we can be sure that language was a contrib
uting element. 
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Ritual language would probably have been formal, for talking to go 
is indeed "talking to strangers" (Wray and Grace, 2007). But it would al 
be esoteric and formulaic. Persons outside the community, if they we 
ever allowed to hear it, would probably find the wording mysterious -
and deliberately so, since only the initiated should be allowed to know; 
significance. That word, "mysterious," comes from the Greek word jj 
initiation, mysterion, the root of which means "keeping silent." Initiat 
were sworn never to divulge the rituals to outsiders, never reveal th 
words used and their mystical significance. It might be a stretch to a{ 
sume that, 2,000 years ago, the religions of urban Greeks and Romah 
resembled those of hunter-gatherers some 70,000-50,000 years earli~ 
On the other hand, if our concern is not comparative religion, but rath 
the function of language as an artifactual medium, we might glea 
some insights from just such a speculative comparison. 

The most famous Greek mystery religion held its initiation cet 
monies in Eleusis, a center of wheat and barley production, 15 mif 
northwest of Athens. Celebrated annually near the autumnal 
during the planting of winter wheat, the ceremony commemorated 
search of Demeter, the goddess of grain, for her daughter Kore, 
Persephone, whom Hades, god of the dead, had abducted. Among 
few cryptic accounts of the ceremony, we are told it had three ±e,1turee 
(1) things done (dr8mena), (2) things shown (deiknumena), and (3) 
said (legomena). 

Cross-referencing it to other mystery religions-e.g., the cults 
Dionysos, Isis, and Mithras-scholars have pieced together a s01me:wl1a 
fuller view of these three essential features. The dr8mena were --------,, 
engaged in by the priests and priestesses of the cult and by its 
and initiates. These actions included processions, the handling n+aoc·r#, 

objects (hiera), and participation in liturgical dramas reenacting 
in the life of Demeter and her daughter. The deiknumena were 
images and emblematic objects, some of them placed along the 
the great temple of Eleusis, a structure that by the time of Roman ctom1'·/ti,'.' 
nation had come to fill a space half the size of a modern football 
The legomena were, it is supposed, the recitation and mystical 
tion of the myths pertaining to the two goddesses. 

The ritual of the Catholic Mass also presents these three fe,,ture~ 
The dr8mena include the preparations for the Eucharistic ,m:ctr-•-~, 

handling first of the paten, or plate, for the bread that will become 
of the sacrificed Jesus, then of the chalice for the wine that will 
his blood, and finally the distribution of these sacramental hiera. 
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deiknumena are the images and emblems placed throughout the church 
in the form ofimages-statues, murals, and stained glass. The climactic 
showing is of the wafer of bread and the chalice of wine. The legomena 
that accompany the dr8mena and the deiknumena are prayers that both 
effect the theophany, the transubstantiation of the hiera into the sacri
ficed god, and interpret it, using the words of Jesus at the Last Supper: 
"This is my body .... This is the chalice of my blood .... " Additional le
gomena usually include readings from Christian Scripture, a sermon, 
and the singing of hymns. 

The Catholic Mass as described here is based on a much more an
cient ritual-namely, animal sacrifice-which at some point in prehis
tory also probably included human sacrifice. Jesus is referred to as the 
"Lamb of God," a substitutory offering to this deity. When the priest 
shows the broken wafer of bread, he tells the congregation, "This is the 
Lamb of God, who takes away the sins of the world," for the slain lamb 
and the milled wheat are both representations of the slain hero who has 
offered himself as food for his people. Sacrifice is a complex pattern of 
behavior that combines a number of deeply embedded human concepts 
and attitudes formed first in early Paleolithic times with hunting cul
tures and later modified in Neolithic agrarian cultures, which first ap
pear in the Middle East ca. 10,000 B.C.E. In it we see a mix of themes, 
from the altruistic ethos of hunter-gather societies, the magical power of 
blood, and the belief that punished individuals can satisfy the anger of 
vengeful gods, otherwise directed toward the entire community (Girard, 
1972/1977, 1978/1987). The evolutionary sources and meanings of sacri
fice are beyond the scope of this book, but, as a ritual paradigm, it has 
profoundly influenced other rituals and ritualized behaviors and has 
given the verbal genre of tragedy its distinctive character (Harrison, 
1912/1962; Burkert, 1983; Segal, 1999). 

Another ritual paradigm, also a universal pattern, is the rite of pas
sage. This marks the passage of an individual, alone or in a cohort of 
others, from one social identity to another, e.g., from puberty to adult
hood. By extension, however, such rites blend into other initiatory cere
monies, weddings, enthronements, and funerals (wakes and burials). 
Narrative plots, such as we find in folktales and epics, borrow the basic 
structure of the rite of passage when they represent a hero moving from 
a familiar to an unfamiliar setting (the condition of "liminality"), where 
he is challenged by dangerous and even monstrous beings before rees
tablishing himself, usually at a higher rank (Van Gennep, 1909/1966; 
V. Turner, 1969). The initiation at Eleusis, in dramatizing the wanderings 
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of Demeter, represent the courageous goddess in a liminal state that t 
initiands themselves are also forced to enter. .-. -•-

In these ritual paradigms and the particular rituals that take the 
as models, the three features (dromena, deiknumena, and legomena) 
appear separately, as in wordless action (pantomime), in wordless vis' 
representations, and in direct speech, the latter taking the_ form ofj 
struction, narration, or prayer. But, as the sacrificial ritual of the M~ 
and the rite of passage ritual at Eleusis indicate, the three features•: 
ritual are typically-presented in parallel, two or three at a time. All thr. 
for example, would overlap when a procession walks or dances, w _ 
displaying an image and singing a hymn. There is indeed somethin 
the Wagnerian synthesis of the arts (Gesamtkunstwerk) about most 
lie rituals. 

Wbile each of these three ritual features appear to correspond tot __ 
three sign functions, they each can incorporate more than one functi<f 
Dromena correspond to indices because ritual actions signify the effet 
that they are believed to produce. They can, of course, also be iconic Wli 
they imitate another action or other actors, as when a priest assumes,, .. 
person of a god. Deiknumena correspond more directly to iconic sig • 
since they represent the visual aspect of something or someone. On f 
other hand, the "thing shown" may require the action of a "show7,1 
which may entail indexical gestures. Of the three, legomena seem9'. 
correspond wholly to symbolic signs. Yet, as I pointed out in the last cW 
ter, symbolic signs, morphologically arbitrary as they are, have the ~1 
velous capacity to signify indices and icons by enlisting the po_werf 
imagination. ____ _ 

Singly or in combination, these three ritual features may help i 
identify the ur-forms of verbal artifacts because they correspond to 
versa! semiotic principles that are prelinguistic constraints as cultur _ 
neutral and binding as mathematics (Deacon, 2003). Semiotically ba~. 
doing, showing, and saying, therefore, exhaust the possibilities of CQ, 
municating human meaning-and not only human, for as Deacon ms,. 
tains, they would even constrain the communicative codes of alien irit 
ligences beyond our solar system.1 The fact that symbols have absor~ 
the functions of indices and icons through their power to canst 
mental images also means that language can represent enacted indi 
and displayed icons to support it in the making of wholly verbal artif~ 
Conveyed through an oral medium, a preliterate verbal composit 
would be associated at every step of the way, from creation and revis· 
to storage and transmission, with visual indices and icons. I will expl-.: 
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this synergy shortly, but before I do so I will propose another avenue of 
inquiry, a heuristic based on another universal, namely, the topic
comment structure of the sentence. 

Linguistics generally assumes that the capacity to learn and speak a 
language is an innate human trait and that all languages share certain 
universal structures. On the extent of innateness and on what universals 
should be included, though linguists differ greatly, most agree that the 
brain of Homo sapiens sapiens was fully language-ready before 100,000 

B.P. and possessed complete language skills by 60,000 B.P. when this 
subspecies migrated out of Africa. Among language universals, most 
include the topic-comment structure, that dyadic pattern in which a 
broad, general, known concept is introduced, followed by a narrowly fo
cused view of it. As I noted earlier, some recent theorists have proposed 
that this structure reflects the much earlier evolved primate skills of 
manual coordination (Corballis, 2002; Hurford, 2003; Krifka, 2007; 

Arbib, 2008, 2010). 

If, as I am now proposing, the earliest verbal artifacts would have 
reflected the topic-comment structure of the sentence, we need first to 
ask what the nature of the ritual topic would be. For the simplest verbal 
artifacts, e.g., the proverb or the charm, the entire piece might consist of 
one sentence, so the sentence and the artifact would be structurally iso
morphic. As for the more complex, multi-sentence verbal artifacts, e.g., 
narratives and dramatic speeches, the topic would need to be fully un
derstood in advance. What I am suggesting is that the topical grounding 
for the paleopoetic artifact would be a familiar, collectively shared hu
man experience, such as a birth, a coming-of-age, a marriage, a death, 
a successful hunt, a harvest, an enthronement, etc. The earliest poetic 
genres would therefore correspond to ritual genres that culturally incor
porate such life events. Converting the etic into the emic, those rituals 
would have applied structures borrowed from the universal paradigms 
to specific circumstances and do so in locally traditional ways. 

These ceremonies within a community of 150 persons or fewer 
(Aiello and Dunbar, 1993) would potentially have involved all members 
as performers and attendees. Actions would be performed (dromena), 
sacred objects shown (deiknumena), and, most important for our inquiry, 
Words said (legomena). The familiar occasion and its prescribed arrange
ment of actions and images would constitute the topic and the words 
said would constitute the comment. The occasion-as-topic would indi
cate the ritual genre of the verbal artifact, as being, for example, a birth 
song, a wedding song, a hymn, a lament, a praise song, etc. Favorite 
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compositions would be re-performed; new ones, if well received, mig 
be preserved and added to the appropriate generic archive. Many of thel 
compositions might be performed independently of their ritual setthi ·-
yet still preserve their ritual associations, while some might become 
similated into larger artifacts, e.g., narrative structures, such as epic, 

The idea that verbal artifacts began as ritual legomena that had Ii 
come separated from their original settings and yet pointed back J' 
those origins was first proposed by Kenneth Burke in his Philosophy:ii 
Literary Form (1973), There he spoke of ritual drama, by which he mea 
large-scale communal enactments, not simpler rituals such as ablutiort ' 
healing charms, and the like, Ritual drama, he claimed, was the "huW, 
the center from which all other verbal genres devolved outward, genr,{ 
such as epic, tragedy, and, by implication, all the other oral genres, sue> 
as elegies, epithalamia, encomia, and epinikia, The literary genres 
rive from oral poetic genres as spokes from this primordial hub. 

Insofar as they seek to impose humanly intelligible meaning on ot 
erwise inexplicable natural events, rituals are persuasive structures 
behavior. The words used in such communal actions would the,ref;o, 
have had what we would recognize as rhetorical features, The 
ons that Greek rhetoricians devised simply methodized an ancient, ,-,,:,,•,~t' 

lice long used to give shape both to rituals and to the verbal artifacts: thafr 
devolved from ritual legomena. The rhetorical model that I outli11ed 
the last chapter appears first of all in nonverbal visual form as the 
spaces in which ritual dramas take place (Eliade, 1959/1987), In 
spaces are separate places (loci, topoi) that contain images that are 
to the participants and where they must witness and themselves 
form various actions, In ritual, the first two stages-the placing of lh,i"c\•:c' 
significant objects to be shown and the order of their revelation, 
determined in advance-correspond to the rhetorical canons of in,•enst'1>i 
tion and arrangement 

This preliminary pair, common to ritual and to rhetoric, also coirre,,,,, 
sponds to the compositional stages of a verbal artifact, especially 
oral culture, First, a preexistent, ritually related genre is chosen as 
the current needs of the composer. This genre then dictates the range 
subtopics and influences their arrangement. These are the givens, 
topical generalities to which the verbal artificer adds the personally 
rived comments, the unique elements that must catch and hold the 
tention of his or her eventual audience.' 
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oral Performance Style 

In the rhetoric manuals, ancient and modern, style seems synonymous 
with refinement, skillful choice of diction, and mastery of figurative lan
guage. When viewed functionally, what these traits all help to achieve is 
the uninterrupted attention of the audience, the sort of control we mean 
when we say of a speaker that "he held his audience in the palm of his 
hand," Before I consider how an orally performed verbal artifact is con
structed to achieve this goal, I will first differentiate its structure from 
those we use in other speech situations, 

Within a "society of intimates" (Giv6n, 1979), speech can take the 
form of short, holophrastic utterances that can be perfectly clear because 
the speaker is known. The circumstance that frames the utterance is 
usually also so well understood that its topics are often omitted and only 
the comments remain, If it is windy and rainy, I might say "'sopen" and 
point to the window, implying that my addressee, being closer to the 
window, should close it, If, however, I am "talking to strangers" (Wray 
and Grace, 2007), I will speak in full sentences (topic + comment, or 
subject + predicate) and use whatever persuasive means I deem neces
sary-"Would you mind shutting that window?" 

Full, formal speech would also be necessary when the topic is not 
immediately apparent to my addressee, If, for example, I come into the 
room on another occasion and find the window open and my laptop 
missing, I may conclude that the window was opened from the outside 
and a thief had stolen it Now an absent third person has to become the 
focus of my thought, and, when I phone the police, I must describe my 
situation in full sentences. The open window in the rain storm had led to 
an I-You exchange, which Emile Benveniste (1966/1973) termed "dis
course" (discours). In the second situation, when I describe the scene and 
the probable role of that third-person, a person I had seen earlier gazing 
up at my window, I would be engaging in what Benveniste termed "story" 
(histoire), This story of mine I would not need to embellish with rhetoric, 
but, should the case reach criminal court, the prosecutor's appeal to the 
jury would be a story that now might need to be enhanced by rhetorical 
style, In setting forth the topics (the narrative of probable events), the 
prosecutor would need to appeal to emotions of vulnerability and justice 
but, throughout, take pains to avoid any suggestion of pettiness or unfair 
use of evidence and not seem to patronize the jury or engage in irrele
vant levity or banter with any witness, Like the three kinds of utterance 
just mentioned (the informal, the formal, and the rhetorically enhanced), 
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verbal artifacts are instruments that empower the intentions of their 
ers and in that regard differ from paintings and sculptures, artifacts · 
exist as objects of visual cognition. 

Laying aside short saved and reused verbal forms, and turning 
attention to longer verbal artifacts, we can distinguish those that . .s • 
performers imitating other persons' speech and actions (drama).{. 
those mediated by a single teller. We can then distinguish the. arti ·· 
those single tellers present as (1) the imitation of first-person disco 
e.g., love songs and flyting (insulting tirades), from (2) representatio 
third-person story, ~.g., folk tales and epic within which third-pe'. 
characters express themselves in first-person discourse. Since I haf<t 
ready discussed ritual as performance art, and drama, like ritual,}{. 
form of showing, I will now examine the oral poetics of storytelling vf 
its focus on the actions of third-person others. This latter form of s{ 
Aristotle (Poetics, 59b33-37) terms "diegetic mimesis," because the .11.' 
rator not only tells the story as diegesis, but, when characters speak · 
one another, the narrator must vocally perform their parts in a mim' 
similar to that of a stage actor. · 

As accounts of third-persons' words and deeds, absent in tirne 
space from the circumstances of their telling, oral narratives arest9:'' 
that must be rendered fully, not abbreviated. Clearly an informal h 
phrastic style would be unacceptable for such a story. The plain, fo · 
style one might have used in speaking with the police officer would: 
work either, nor would imitating the prosecutor's rhetorically enha~ 
summation. This narrative artifact will have to be crafted in such a"': 
that, not only can it be understood when heard for the first time; h' 
can also be preserved in memory and reused, like any other valu . 
tool. Unlike the prosecutor's oratory, which is pointedly suited to the' 
cumstances of this one case only, this artifact must also posses,' 
broader significance and a stylistic power even greater than the ora(· 
because it must be able to hold the attention of re-hearers whenever. · 
re-performed. <~{ 

At this point in the cultural evolution of the verbal artifact, w~t'' 
counter a problem: the brain's capacity to hold in parallel an exte!l 
series of data. Episodic consciousness became possible, as Merlin P., 
ald proposed (2001, 2007b), when our primate ancestors, in respons 
social needs, gradually evolved a more powerful working memory/ 
that could collate more and more incoming information and executf 
tions based on that. The human brain further expanded this cap~; 
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and developed what he called "intermediate term working memory." As 
a capacity for processing serial percepts, this was preadaptive to lan
guage. But for early humans these serial percepts would have been ges
tural and vocal and function as indexical and iconic signs. When, as is 
likely, a protolanguage was developed out of emblematic gestures and 
holophrastic utterances, symbolic signs enhanced communication and 
led eventually to the onset of the mythic stage of syntactically composed 
speech. 

As used by language, the auditory channel for serial phonemic dif 
ferences was, and still is, exceedingly narrow and the flight of "winged 
words," as Homer called them, exceedingly swift. Working memory may 
have developed some extended duration for language comprehension, but 
its limits would have been soon apparent. By reminding the addressee 
what the context was for each new piece ofinformation, the topic-comment 
structure of the sentence may have been an early stratagem to keep the 
serial flow of speech comprehensible. But working memory and its longer 
form, intermediate-term memory, would not have found a series of sen
tences easy to follow beyond a certain point without instituting an addi
tional stratagem, a stylistic one also based on the topic-comment model. 

An orally presented verbal artifact can challenge an audience's pow
ers of attention, but we might remind ourselves that, in the matter of 
holding persons' attention, writing also has its own problems. The page, 
after all, is a very unanimated visual space-no gestures there, no ex
pressive vocalizations to be heard. This helps explain why, while reading, 
we sometimes find ourselves lost somewhere in a vaguely familiar para
graph, a deja-lu experience that tells us we have been slowly drifting 
sleepward. But because a book is still open in our lap, we can go back 
and carefully read that paragraph from the start. Writing thus allows 
what Walter Ong called "backlooping," but oral utterance has no such 
advantage: "there is nothing to backloop into outside the mind, for the 
oral utterance has vanished as soon as it is uttered. The mind must move 
ahead more slowly, keeping close to the focus of attention much of what 
it has already dealt with. Redundancy, repetition of the just-said, keeps 
both speaker and hearer surely on the track" (Ong, 1982:39-40). 

These hallmarks of oral poetry have many names and forms, e.g., 
amplification, copia, apposition, parallelism, and the additive style. If that 
poetry is metrical, these devices may include repeated feet, set numbers 
of feet within the line, rhymes that link lines, and lines organized into 
repeated strophes. Metrical or nonmetrical, oral poetry includes phrasal 
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formulas, epithets, and repeated incidents, as well as allusions to tra 
tional verbal artifacts and myths extrinsic to the story being told (Gr{ 
1971). All these provide the hearer, through anaphoric backlooping, wi· 
reminders of earlier acquired information. When competent attendees 
an oral performance hear any of these elements repeated, they feel l 
eluded as participants-they "get it." 

Traditional oral narratives seem particularly crnss-referential, exr 
ing as they do in the cultural context of other traditional narrativ : 
Ancient Greek audiences who heard the angry words of Achilles a· 
Agamemnon (Iliad 4) would have been aware of earlier and subsequ& 
events in both men's lives from other sources, including their convei:s 
tions with Odysseus in the Underworld (Odyssey 11). Those other sourc: 
were mainly the so-called cyclic epics, whim told of the events leadiri' 
to the Trojan War and its aftermath (e.g., the judgment of Paris, the aB 
duction of Helen, the death of Achilles, the Trojan Horse, the sacking~ 
Troy, and the return of the Greeks). Similarly, the thickly structm' 
mythic allusions in the odes chanted by Greek tragic choruses 
have reminded audiences of a shared cultural heritage. Then th,ere i, 
the Anglo-Saxon epic of Beowulf that begins with a crc,ss--rel'en~nce t, 
the founders of the Danish kingdom, of whose glorious deeds "we 
heard." 

Such reminders added to the richness of the hearing experience 
also helped preliterate societies maintain communal knowledge. 
diate verbatim repetition for the purpose of rote learning is not 
oral cultures. Instead they use "spaced repetition," a learning me,th,ld 
first tested by Hermann Ebbinghaus and subsequently found widely 
fective. David Rubin has linked this mnemonic technique; with 
pealed cross-references and allusions found in oral narratives 
1995=24-29; Kramar et al., 2012). 

In terms of the topic-comment dyad, every repetition is an 
comment on a preceding topic, a comment that accomplishes two 
poses: it primarily reinforces that earlier information and secondarily 
a bit of new information. As a grammatical term, anaphora means a 
reference to an antecedent word or phrase; as a rhetorical term, it 
the repetition of the same word or phrase at the beginning of a series 
grammatical units. (In the preceding sentence, "it" refers to "a11ai::,hora(' 
an illustration of grammatical anaphora.) These two forms of anapJao1°.5 
are related in that both prepare the hearer/reader for a new piece n,;n+nr,<:c 
mation. The actually new forward-directed comment immediately 
the backlooping comment. For example: 
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And the loftiness of man shall be bowed down [topic] 
and the haughtiness of men shall be made low [anaphoric, back/ooping 

comment] 
and the LORD alone shall be exalted in that day. [new comment] 

Note that this biblical verse contains both rhetorical anaphora 
("and ... and ... and," admittedly not a very striking example) and 
grammatical repetition (the parallelism3 oflines 1 and 2), followed by the 
grammatically and semantically divergent third line. Every repetition is 
both a return to a topic base and a signal that the speaker is about to 
launch forth into a new comment, a procedure reflecting the thought 
process that William James likened to a bird's perching before taking 

flight (seep. 103). 
As we see, repetition can function on the macro-level as allusions to 

other verbal artifacts and on the micro-level as back-references to previ
ous sentence content. Joseph Russo called repetition the "master-trope of 
traditional epic phrase-making," a device that might "be conceived in its 
simplest essence as Item Plus" (1994:374). In the following excerpt (Od
yssey 4-876-90), he marked three typical forms of repetition in the lines 
of his translation: appositional phrases, explanatory extensions, and 
metonymic extensions (the italicized portions represent these stylistic 
repetitions.) This exchange between Menelaos and the sea nymph Eido
thea is part of the story Menelaos tells Odysseus' son Telemachos about 
his perilous return voyage to his kingdom. Russo points out that there is 
no "purple patch of rhetoric" in these lines and adds: "Note the many 
ways in which a word or idea is either repeated or extended, and how 
certain extensions are tightly bound to the next idea" (375).4 

"I shall speak out to you, for all that you are a goddess, 
that it is no way willingly I am held here, but rather I must have 
given offense to the gods, / they who keep wide heaven. 
But you now tell to me-the gods are aware of everything-
who of immortals fetters me and binds me from my passage, / 880 
and the homecoming, / how I will make it over the fishy sea?" 
So I spoke and she answered at once, bright among goddesses: 
"Now indeed O stranger will I speak to you/ without guile. 
A certain one frequents these parts, the unfailing old man of the sea, I 
immortal Proteus the Aigyptian, / the one who knows / 88 5 
the oceans every depth, / Poseidon!s underling. 
They say he is my father and that he gave birth to me. 
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If somehow you might be able to lie in ambush and to seize him, 
he would be able to tell you the way and the measures of passage 
and the homecoming, / how you will make it over the fishy sea." / 

The function of repetition as a means for hearers to process 
tended series of words smoothly and without loss also conforms .to 
man jakobson's definition of the poetic function as ''the projei:tiono: 
principle of equivalence from the axis of selection to the axis of comb' 
tion" (1960:358). Repetitions of the sort we are here examining al' 
course, as-if equivalences. as indeed the second term (the "source"} 
metaphor is also an as-if equivalent of the first term (the "target"). W 
a repetition is inserted into the axis of combination, it creates ani 
stance of parallel cognition that momentarily slows the serial mar 
syntactical units that might otherwise overwhelm the working men:i~ 
capacity of an audience. This is especially necessary because oral 4· 
course and narration tends naturally toward parataxis, that str~igi 
ahead series of simple sentences and information units connected ·b · 
by words such as "and" and "then." Repetition in oral poetry may bed 
sified as para tactic, but only if we understand this as a backlooping fo :· 
which we might term "anaphoric parataxis." (As for hypotaxis, the us · 
subordinate clauses, this stylistic practice would have to wait until 
ing was introduced.) 

The power of speech, as a symbolic system, to absorb the funct/ 
of earlier communicative codes, based as they were on perceived iridi 
and icons, seems to have provoked the ingenuity of Homo sapiens sapi .. 
to recover within language the multimodal richness of the presymbo:1; 
world. Aristotle had noted the rhetorical advantage of placing imai:; 
"before the eyes" of one's audience. This primary power of language· 
prompt the imagination is indeed considerable. To account for this wo · 
ing relation Allan Paivio (1990) developed his "Dual Coding Theo 
positing two independent representational systems: one was image}!'f(ifJ' 
the analog representation of predominantly visual sensory experieM~t~f{ 
while the other was language, the symbolic representation of experie%~jy 
as words in sentences. Images, he said, represent objects in part-whcil,~j~Z. 
relationships and parallel-processes them, whereas language represe.i:i~!iJt'I 
them in hierarchical relationship and processes them serially. The (0-\l«~l~:. 
nection between these two codes is reciprocal: a word will cue an irna~ifr•;f 
and an image will cue a word. This conforms to the dyadic pattern with tlf~f9''; 
imaginal code broadly representing spatially situated figures-in-grou.i:i<i'~J~~: 
and the verbal code narrowly representing a temporal stream of phoneI)li;~.~~~~- .:j 
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and morphemes. This is also consistent with the claims of Dual-Systems 
Theory, if we understand imaging as a function of prelinguistic St thought 
and words as a function oflater, language-based S2 thought. We, as in
heritors of the latter, more recent system, have also inherited the earlier 
system and hence our thought is both analog and symbolic, imaginal 
and verbal.5 

Memory 

Mental mapping and personal retrospection, both stored in a format 
shaped by figure-ground principles, as excursions into the there and 
then, were departures from the here and now. Early Homo, like other 
animals, was predominantly a creature of the Present, but unlike them 
he had an ever-increasing capacity and need to detach himself volun
tarily from the here and now, to reflect upon already lived events and to 
plan new ones. If we may speak of prelinguistic tenses, retrospected ex
perience provided our early ancestors with a new tense, the Past Absent, 
as a cognitive alternative to the Present, while the mental mapping of a 
territory provided a preliminary opening into the Future Absent, a tem
poral realm that would open wider in the Middle and Late (or Upper) 
Paleolithic eras. With language, an efficient means was devised by which 
both these two absent realms could be opened up for mental travel. 

Style in oral poetics takes what Merlin Donald has characterized as 
the extended consciousness of the episodic stage and adapts it to the spe
cific nature of verbal communication. What classical rhetoric termed 
"memory" was an adaptation of the mimetic stage to other language
associated needs. According to Donald's chronology, it was during this 
first age of human technology, a period of over 2 million years, that our 
ancestors developed those habits of planning, collaboration, and execut
ing that resulted in tool making and the use of tools to make other prod
ucts, such as shelters, hearths, garments, and ornaments. The serial 
process by which productive actions can be imitated, a prototype repro
duced, or an idea externalized as a completed product became the model 
for the production of verbal artifacts at the inception of the mythic stage. 
These productive skills all involved learning (i.e., committing to mem
ory) sets of serial actions. 

In rhetoric, the function of style was to facilitate the extension of 
an audience's working (short-term) memory during the performance of 
a speech, whereas the function of memory was to store it between its 
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composition and its delivery. Just as the rhetorical canon of style ha 
equivalent in oral poetics, so also does the canon of memory. The fat 
requires a long-term storage system. But which? Does the brain ha/ 
special neural wiring system for extended sequences of sentenJ 
Certain rare individuals, like Luria's (1987) mnemonist, have thiS' 
pacity, but thankfully few of us are afflicted by this gift. Semantic n,J 
ory, a long-term system, includes our capacity to remember words···· 
their meaning, but it does not seem well suited to the laborious ta,; 
storing long sequences of words and incidents. The specific meri\.' 
system recruited for this task is episodic, or autobiographical, men,'' 
a store that is often imagined as a spatial entity, a repository with.( 
partments that we rummage through to view their contents. This, .. 
noted in earlier chapters, catalogues events using time and space c: 
dinates. After meditating on the powers of perception, Augustine in' 
tenth book of his Confessions speaks of entering the "grounds and · 
cious palace of my memory wherein lie storerooms of innumerable ' 
ages, brought there from all sorts of sensed objects." To retrieve ari; · 
count of a personal experience from episodic memory, we need 
visualize its setting and project a rough sequence of actions. This;( 
trasts with semantic memory, our long-term store of beliefs, facts, 
cepts, words, and image schemas (Tulving, 1983). 

When we employ the term "episode," we must distinguish betw .• 
Donald's and Tulving's usage. When Donald uses the word, he usµ.' 
applies it to a "perception event," a series of actions happening here~ 
now. As the episodic stage proceeded, our prehuman primate ancest 
developed the capacity to process a rich multitude of details during; 
ongoing social interaction, or episode, through an extension of shq. 
term working memory. When Tulving uses the "episode," he refers t 
retrievable experience stored in long-term memory. Both "episodes" 
unitized actions, one in the present, the other in the past, but the Iaite' 
when it is retrieved, is re-presented in the mind of the person who on'•scl!x'.'. 
experienced it. When it is told to others, it escapes from the personal pas,J/;li 
and is reincarnated in a new social present as a story. 

We should also be clear what we mean when we use the word "m~O\,"f;;f 
ory." When in English we say we "have a memory" ofX or Y, we refor/ftj\. 
a personal experience stored in episodic memory and not to the syst~%~J:· 
itself or to the faculty in general. Personal episodic recollections ("met)l;5j~.' 
ories") seem to possess a substantive, three-dimensionality, unlike D!~~$2 
recollection of facts, beliefs, and the meanings of words, which are stor~,\~,. 
in the general knowledge archive of semantic memory and have nothi1·i_i~\o/f~ 
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personal about them. Yet, as I observed in chapter 4, we rely on seman
tic memory when retrieving personal episodic memories because the 
semantic system has direct access to image and motor schemas, those 
indispensable elements of any recollected episode. 

Lived episodes, as they are happening, are quite complex affairs. Oc
curring in a particular setting, they may involve multiple senses, includ
ing motor sensations. Episodes may have verbal elements, but even these 
have multimodal accompaniments, e.g., tones of voice, gestures, joint 
gaze, and pointing. Such episodes may also involve multiple agents in 
overiapping activities. These we process in parallel or serial mode with 
shifts of focal attention that reflect their relative salience. 

The complexity of such online episodes poses major problems for 
retrieval. The more emotionally arousing the experience, the more likely 
its details will be stored in long-term, episodic memory, but an episode 
rarely floods back to consciousness in all its simultaneous details and 
full emotional force. An online episode has its own identity, though it is 
still part of a temporal continuum. A retrieved episode, on the other hand, 
once it is extracted from storage, has a definite beginning and an end, 
each bordered by a dim fringe of forgetfulness. When we mentally re
construct the event we use semantic memory, our knowledge of the world, 
to suggest to us how things must have happened. (The tendency of such 
reconstructions to supply stereotypes makes eye-witness testimony sub
ject to distortions.) In retrospection we also tend to serialize what may 
have been originally perceived as parallel and this sequencing may lead 
us to suppose a cause-and-effect relationship where none may have actu
ally existed. As Tulving has noted, episodic recall is effortful and the re
constructive process accounts for that.6 When we choose to tell others 
this story and transpose it to the medium of!anguage, we process it even 
further. What in our private recollection was only a tendency to serialize 
is now a rule firmly enforced. We may want to convey the multiple si
multaneous actions of multiple agents, but our success is limited by our 
medium and by the capacity of our hearers to convert paratactic sequen
tial input into parallel imagery. We may say, "While X was doing A, Y 
was doing B," but, if we want to add how halfway through Y's action, Z 
began doing C, our hearers and we will find ourselves juggling just too 
many balls in the air at once. 

Like the Past Absent and the Future Absent, there was yet another 
mental realm that early humans would have been able to enter. It, too, 
Was episodic in structure and would eventually provide an important 
model for verbal artifacts. In it, scenes appeared, faded, and were replaced 
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by new ones. In some respects it resembled retrospected experi/ 
since familiar persons and places could be reencountered, but u 
retrospection it could not be voluntarily accessed. This realm was dr · 
Every night some part of the sleeper, whose body remained where,i 
seemed to travel elsewhere and act like a child or do violent acts 
like a bird, while the dead walked upright and the trees and rocks t 
formed themselves into animals. If a mentaIIy mapped terrain ancl/ 
membered event were real, though absent, so too the dream world n-i" 
be real, though absent. But was it actuaily absent? After all, when a¥) 
one also confronted unanticipated, unbidden events. Perhaps when' 
fell asleep one reawakened in another world, a strange and per( 
world, but one in which one's beloved dead might be restored. In a g{' 
mar of mental states the tense in which one wandered in this para,£ 
cal realm might be called the Absent Present. f, 

Our difficulties remembering our own past episodes and then t~ 

ing them to others is compounded when that episode is a dream, Wh' 
dreaming, we normally accept as real every incident, every shift of see' · 
and we cannot halt the sequence of events to question or voluntarily'. 
plore a setting. Here persons and things can have multiple identities<_ 
change shape as readily as Eidothea's father, Proteus, the Old Man oft 
Sea. As we awaken, we are sometimes so moved by a dream that wethr" 
that by recovering its sequence of incidents we can reexperiencet 
power. This usually fails. The aura of the dream dissipates quickly. 
are left with a broken chain of merely odd happenings. Then if we try, 
tell others, we succeed only in boring them. . ? 

The retrieval of actual and dreamed episodes forms the basis of 11., , 

rative. But constructing survivable verbal artifacts is no simple matt 
The "I-did-this-then-I-did that" style could never work in a preliter:li 
culture. I have spent this much time examining episodic memory i#}i!t 
terms of its cognitive constraints because I believe the success of verJJ~g~J.· 
artifacts has largely depended on finding ways within and around thed~1)~? 
constraints. The structure of oral narrative in particular may be usefull~j(i{ 
analyzed as a set of strategies aimed at crafting collectively accessib!~Jl~; · 
episodic memory content. .. "fif,r 

The five rhetorical canons, of which memory is the fourth, were cef/£Jt 
tainly not the source of oral poetic practice, which must have been as oldt;i(j;; 
or nearly as old, as language itself The canons were, I suggest, a set 0t1l*r 
well-proven principles based on many millennia of skillful storytellin!fJ,i[f,{ 
newly adapted to a particular civic culture. Just as Newton did not invenf:,2f?;. 
gravity in 1687, but codified it as a natural law, Aristotle did not invenfJ~t\ 
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rhetoric, much Jess the cognitive systems that rhetoric-and poetics-

depend on. . 
"Memory," as a rhetorical canon, is the means by wh1Ch an orator 

ommits a speech to long-term memory. Having located aII the parts of 
~is argument in "common places," he relocates these found tools in 
mnemonic loci. At least until he delivers it, he must remember the top
ics he has found, the order of their deployment, and the stylistic fea
tures he has chosen to make them most effective. The length of storage 
time extends from the moment he has put the final elements of the 
speech together, through the time he has rehearsed it and committed it 
to memory, to the moment he stands before his audience and delivers 
it. Once uttered, the speech is over. If literate, he can, of course, save 
his notes or the total transcript, but the speech, as such, is a one-time 
affair. The oration is itself a complex found tool, an ad hoc artifact. It 

rnay be a finely wrought instrument of persuasion, but it is as evanescent 
as a conversation. 

Memory, as a factor in oral poetics, is also long-term, but the arti
facts it stores have no expiration dates. This memory, moreover, is not 
confined to the brain of the verbal artificer but belongs to a transgenera
tional, collective archive. Being dispersed within a community of hear
ers, a verbal artifact will be remembered differently, so variants of the 
initial composition will coexist and potentially vie for the attention of 
audiences. Both performers and audiences have a stake in the effective
ness of a verbal artifact. Performers are rewarded for the degree to which 
they please audiences, and audiences determine over time which arti
facts and, among them, which variants deserve to be preserved. While it 
is unlikely that "the people make poetry," it is certain that within an oral 
culture they have always had a major hand in editing poetry. 

Just as mnemonic technique was a key factor in the temporary stor
age of an oration, it had always been crucial to the preservation of oral 
poetry. The "mental walk," which I described earlier (p. 174), entailed 
assigning topics to images, often strikingly bizarre, then placing them 
in a particular order around a familiar setting, e.g., a street, or the inte
rior of a house or temple. Having done so, the orator, as he spoke, could 
proceed from topic to topic, visualizing each associated image in turn as 
he mentally strolled through this location. For the storyteller of a tradi
tional narrative, the mental walk is often represented by the physical 
journey of a third-person character from one extraordinary adventure to 
another. The word "adventure" originally meant an arrival, and in many 
an oral tale an episode commences when a hero arrives at a new locus 

!. 
ii 
I 
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and confronts a new challenge that often takes the form of a monstr 
This is literally an indicator, or omen, which may come through a su 
natural agent, e.g., a god, a ghost, a talking animal, or a "monster." 
monstrum serves as a landmark that points the hero in the directio · 
another landmark, another monstrum with whom he has another aid 
adventure. We see this episodically linked structure in the Epic of< 
gamesh, the Odyssey, the Ramayana, the Book of Exodus, Beowulf 
the Grail legends, as well as in the separate Greek myths of Hera• 
Dionysos, Jason, Theseus, and Demeter. The resemblance of suchn, 
lives to rites of passage and pilgrimage is also suggestive. 

Presumably based on oral sources, these quest narratives bed'. 
models for later literary narratives (e.g., the Greek Romances, the Ae · 

The Divine Comedy, Orlando Furioso, Don Quixote, Pilgrim's Progress,:. 
Gulliver's Travels), as well as tales in the picaresque tradition. The !is, 
such narratives, oral and literate, is so vast that only some universal.c<i 
nitive predisposition can rightly account for it. • \}. 

We know that for verbal information to survive in an oral cultuj,b 
must be retold. This means it has to remain in the memory of the he# 
long enough to be communicated to others and interesting eno11ghd: 
them to warrant a retelling. Repeated phrases and rhythms are us ·· 
mnemonic devices, but to be stored in the communal memory, the, ,, 
tent of an oral composition has to be extraordinary enough to stand '-' 
against the background of routinized village life and compete succe 
fully with other oral texts for a niche in the communal memory. It WCJ 

follow, then, that if two variants of the same story are current, onf 
which the hero escapes from a giant by slipping away under cover of1{ 
ness, the other in which he escapes by donning a helmet that renders f\' 
invisible, the latter variant might stand a better chance of surviving, 1 _·,· 
ger in oral transmission. It would logically follow that the more coU11tf 
intuitive details there are in an oral narration, the more memorable,iLb,, 
comes. But this is not necessarily the case. If it were, our dreams wo 
be eminently memorable, for not only are they filled with unpredicf 
bizarrerie, they seem based in a "reality" with no ontological stability. 

In an oral culture, verbal artifacts cannot survive simply by pack', 
themselves with strange and miraculous incidents. Instead, they 1;; .. 
reflect the consensual reality of their audience with just a mini , 
amount of counterintuitive details (Boyer and Ramble, 2001; Nore 
yan et al., 2006). As a journey is not "about" the landmarks that gn 
the traveler, so also an orally transmitted verbal artifact is not so rn~, 
"about" the extraordinary incidents that occur along the way as• 1t, 
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about the character of the adventurer, his or her resourcefulness, moral 
decisions, and ultimate goal. As I have suggested, rhetorical and poetic 
J]'lnemonics share some of the same cognitive processes. The relation 
between a counterintuitive feature and the everyday representation of 
reality that accompanies it resembles the relation between the bizarre 
iJ]'lage that an orator associates with a portion of his argument, places as 
an imaginary landmark in a remembered landscape, and then visualizes 
as he mentally walks past it during his speech. Like a successful oration, 
an oral artifact must ground itself in the consensual reality of its audi
ence. The one important difference is that, while the spoken oration 
never includes the images the orator uses as mnemonic cues, the orally 
transmitted narrative always does include them. The reason it does so is 
that it must survive by self-replication in the memory of others and its 
identity as this or that narrative is consequently forever linked with what
ever mnemonic scaffolding has most successfully preserved it. 

If, as I suggest, the extraordinary nature of its details is one impor
tant means of its survival, what we call the "content" of a myth may be 
impossible to disentangle from its other built-in mnemonic devices, 
such as formulas and repetition. As paper, ink, and typeface are ele
ments necessary to the survival of information in a print culture, magic, 
gods, and all variety of monstra are necessary to its survival in an oral 
culture. If, then, the oral message is so dependent on the oral medium, 
can there ever be a message distinct from this medium, a factual content 
with truth-value that is extricable from the necessary format in which it 
is conveyed? If the Greek word for truth (aletheia) has any bearing on 
this discussion, the question of truth embedded in the husk of fable is 
meaningless in an oral culture, for, in the absence of the critical habits 
that literacy promotes, the "true" is simply the unforgettable (a=not + 
!€th- = forgetting). What we generally refer to as "mythology" is thus the 
genre that memory-dependent oral transmission naturally engenders. 

A series of merely extraordinary visual events, however, would be as 
forgettable as a dream quickly becomes upon waking unless those events 
possess the sequential form of narrative, a feature that is both mnemonic 
and familiarizing. This form is mnemonic in that it imposes a before
and-after, cause-and-effect structure on these items of information. It is 
familiarizing in that it uses the linear format of everyday speech and 
lllemory retrieval, thereby transmitting a series of episodes as though 
they had been somehow experienced or witnessed by the narrator. 

Extraordinary events are necessary, but not sufficient for the survival 
of a verbal artifact in an oral culture. To be preserved in communal 
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memory it must also reinforce communal beliefs. That is to say, the{ 
books of the Bible, the Homeric epics, the German Miirchen, the En 
folk ballads, the tall tales from the American frontier, contemporary . 
ban legends," and every other oral artifact must have been shaped by 
cultural assumptions and have survived only because people found t]i: 
therefore meaningful and enjoyed repeating them. When we find.tH. 
certain oral text survives over time, we may conclude that forgettabl~
cognitively dissonant portions were edited out and that which remal' 
was consistent with the moral, political, and aesthetic preferences off 
community. · ·· 

Enacting the Verbal Artifact 

Corresponding to the final rhetorical canon, "delivery" (L. actio, · 
hupokrisis), oral performance is the process of actualizing the verbal a 
fact. At this point the performer's cognitive skills of style and men:i ··• 
must be displayed through his or her mastery of the motor skills ofioi 
and gesture. · ·· 

The verbal artifact, which now unfolds itself in the span of its act 
alization, is, like any instrument, a means of extending certain hunit. 
powers. In an oral culture the principal power that narrative enhanc~~)i > .. 
the capacity to time-travel by using the structures of episodic memqr~'?jc' 
which in this case is used to revisit a past that those now living ~~~-'!~' 
never personally experienced. Richard Schechner (1985), speaking oft#@,;~z. 
ua1 performances, referred to two effects. One was transformation, .t~~{r/

0
(, 

life-altering result of, for example, an initiatory ceremony. The other >V-It/ii/fr 
transportation, the temporary experience of being elsewhere and oth~ft:~t 
The instrumental use of a verbal artifact, detached from ritual, pi:9{t't( 
duces, at best, the latter effect and a performer's status is judged by hgJ~• 
well he induces this state in an audience. _ }Az~); 

The Greek term diegesis, usually defined as narrative, is a nol/ljif!'; 
formed by combining dia (through) with the verb hegeisthai (to go ahe~(if 
of, to lead). Diegesis therefore implies the conducting of an audien~12:i\' 
through a series of events, enacted in particular places and involvin~j~i
third-person others. A narrative thus creates a fictive journey, a moI~j~)§ 
ment of consciousness through a spatiotemporal environment, the auili;;,;t; 
ence imagining themselves to be traveling toward objects that graduall~"i%~ 
grow in size and detail or watching as these objects loom in the distan~5~;,li'i 
approach, and then pass by. Persons appear. They speak to one anothef;l?j),. 

_.,_, .. •,.· 
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with heightened emotion and express their feelings in action. Gaps in 
space and time divide the narrative into episodes: in a few words a new 
place is announced, a place of new arrival and adventure that is now sud
denly enfolded in light. 

This process mirrors the discovery of the contents of "common 
places," the process of invention. It also mirrors the "method of loci" by 
which orators would memorize a sequence of arguments, though, of 
course, a narrative is not a sequence of arguments but one of incidents 
and episodes. While it shares many of the stylistic devises of oratory and 
often portrays persons intent on using words to persuade others, its play 
frame obviates the need to persuade an audience as to this or that pres
ent line of action. As Goethe said of epic, its subject is the "completed 
past" (vollkommene Vergangenheit). The performer and audience engage in 
fictive play when they agree to believe this past is being brought to life 
again, but this play is not necessarily the same as fiction. In a traditional 
oral culture this communal past is also the unforgotten, which makes it 
ipso facto aletheia, the truth. The test for the performer, then, is the degree 
to which he brings the members of the audience with him-transports 
them-to this completely past, completely true, completely other world. 

The communal memories awakened in the narrated episodes trans
port the audience to a world that is indeed other than the world they 
now inhabit, for in this ancestral world the men and women are taller, 
stronger, wiser, and more beautiful than their descendants. When they 
are not themselves gods or children of gods, these persons are intimates 
of divine beings, who counsel them, fight alongside them, and save 
them from peril. The selective pressures on orally transmitted narra
tives ensure that they are interspersed with miracles and monstra and 
that the highest cultural ideals of the community are embodied in the 
actions of their heroes. The assumption that this sorry world has degen
erated from some Golden or Heroic Age seems common to all tradi
tional oral cultures. 

Oral performance typically involves special vocal techniques, such 
as alterations in pitch and amplitude. Tonal levels may be strikingly 
more varied than in conversational speech, and, if the audience is large, 
the voice must be loud enough to reach all hearers, a rise in amplitude 
that also implies a rise in emotional intensity. It also will tend to be more 
rhythmical. A measured, backgrounded repetition of phonatory features 
(e.g., pitch, duration, and amplitude) induces subtle entrainment effects 
in listeners, synchronizing breathing, pulse, and possibly brainwaves. 
It also enhances working memory (Merker et al., 2009). We naturally 
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associate accelerated heart beat and breathing with an increase in qua.: 
tity and speed of information processing. During the performance. 0f' 
high-arousal episode, rapidly repeated movements and sounds can thet 
fore induce in viewers a heightened state of consciousness. ,,, 

If, in addition to the solo voice, rhythmical dance movements, gf 
lures, and percussive sounds are included, these accompanimen' 
can intensify the reception of the narrative. Ululation; clapping, dnil' 
beats, whirling, stamping, all these stylized actions use as their form ' 
repetition= intensity and serve to represent the expanded input of i 
working memory as it confronts an arousing, perhaps overwhelming p 
ception event. Repetition, as I noted in my discussion of verbal style, i,i 
way to stimulate the two forms of episodic consciousness, the online exp'' 
rience of the present and the offiine recollection of the past. By the spee 
of their pulses, these paralinguistic elements may also serve to represe . 
the sort of intense experience of episodic awareness that can extend shoi 
term working memory into an "intermediate term" oflengthened dur~ 
tion (Donald, 2001) and, by its regularity, prepare participants to conlell); 
plate images of the past, using as their model the long-term episodt 
memory format (Tulving, 1983). · · 

The episodic aspects of these two modes-on the one hand, a rapi~f!~W 
rhythmic repetition of present movements and sounds, and, on the otheti;i:; 
hand, a slower, visual re-presentation of the past events-correspon~('{~
rather closely to Nietzsche's well-known distinction in The Birth ofTrog/Xjt\\ 
edy between the Dionysian and Apollinian factors at the heart of Gree~;iJKf' 
tragedy and modern music drama. These two gods represented for hi,,fi[ 
the polar oppositions of selflessness and self, rapture and reason, dan~",lii\\': 
and dream, music and vision. At the Dionysian pole, this sense of sep~f:1!~' 
rate individuality surrenders to a mystical participation in a larger realiJyJliI, 
experienced within an extended episodic present, such as Donald h~B:'&Ii> 
described. At the Apollinian pole, we enjoy an illusory, yet stabilizing:;'is·; 
belief in the unique wholeness of our self, a belief grounded in the priri'/)~1~ 
cipium individuationis (the principle of individuation). The latter, as he)}f'? 
understood from Schopenhauer, was formed by our sense of existing i11J;Ii, 
time and space-in particular moments and particular places. Episodic;',i~;; 
memory, which Tulving has maintained is the basis of "autonoesis," i:ItI\ 
our knowledge of our self as a separate identity. It is this memory sy~\i;'\· 
tern that assures one that, every morning one wakes up as the identicar,:i,t'; 
self that last night went to sleep, that over a lifetime of many decades one};f, 
is that same person who once was a child-in short, that one continues,;,~t'. 
to be one. This is also the basis of Nietzsche's Apollinian principle. 
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Why Nietzsche's polarity has seemed so intuitively compelling is not 
because of what it says about Greek culture or the birth of tragedy, so 
rnuch as what it says about the way we frame our experiences and situate 
ourselves within those frames. When immersed in our dealings with 
things and persons, we forget our autobiographical selves, as a constantly 
updated mix of multisensory information flows about us. This, for Nietz
sche, is the Dionysian pole, a spatiotemporal field suffused with music, 
dancing, masking, and metamorphosis. The Apollinian pole, which 
Nietzsche associated with dreaming, represents the individuated self, a 
subject contemplating a world of visual objects. 

Nietzsche's full title, The Birth of Tragedy Out of the Spirit of Music, 
reminds us that his principal aim was to show how Greek tragedy united 
rnusic and words and, with them, action and contemplation, chaos and 
order, reality and dream. Nevertheless, among his many insights there 
are visual implications worth exploring. When we are involved in visual 
action, mediated by the dorsal stream, we place ourselves within a three
dimensional spatial field and calculate the position and movement of 
objects relative to our position and movement. Despite its name, within 
this egocentric frame of reference we tend to lose our sense of self as we 
monitor instead the continuously changing optic flow (Milner and Goo
dale, 1995). This then corresponds to the Dionysian pole. Alternatively, 
when we step back and contemplate a visual array as objects in figure
ground relation to one another, we place them in an allocentric frame of 
reference, mediated by the ventral stream. This perspective corresponds 
to the Apollinian pole. 

In evolutionary terms, Dionysos represents the prelinguistic mind, 
whereas Apollo represents a mind tempered by speech and reason. 
While the dyadic union of the two through artistic performance would 
coordinate what Dual-Process Theory calls System 1 and System 2, such 
evolutionary crossovers are seldom problem-free. One of the problems in 
the oral performance of verbal artifacts is the persistent competition be
tween the here-and-now of the visuomotor performance and the then
and-there of word-cued mental images. This is an instance of visual in
terference, as perception and imagination struggle for attention. When 
music is part of a verbal performance, an auditory interference is likely, 
as musical patterns and amplitude compete with the phonemic and tonal 
features of speech. The relation of music to words is problematic, as Rich
ard Wagner, Nietzsche's then culture hero, knew all too well. How does 
one energize a line of verse with musical power and still render its words 
intelligible to one's audience?' 
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The power of phonation to communicate emotion testifies to t 
primate past we all still carry within us. As perhaps our oldest com 
nicative medium, voice resonates deeply within us even when, in nor 
conversational speech, it functions paralinguistically as intonation c 
tours and grammatical stress. Narrative could never afford, however; 
ignore the possibilities of voice, its tonal registers and dynamic va,;i 
In the enactment of verbal artifacts, structures would have to be-devi 
to balance the relative prominence of those two features of speech, ·.· 
natory sound and articulatory meaning. 

Paralanguage, Protolanguage, and Oral Poetics 

The prelinguistic communicative codes became peripheral to speel 
but they never vanished altogether. Vocalization and gesture survived ,; 
paralanguage, and, because they helped harmonize the old brain 
the new, they had important functions to perform, which we can 
the cultural evolution of verbal artifacts. 

The issue of vocal paralanguage, as distinct from linguistic 
brings us to the topic of prosody, which linguists understand as the 
of pitch, amplitude, and duration in the act of speaking. Each 
perceived contrastively, pitch ranging from high to low, amplitude 
loud to soft, and duration from long to short. These are said to be 
segmental features in that they are distinguishable from segments 
nemes, syllables, and words) and supply these lexical elements witll, a, 
overarching character or affect. (Cf. the rising intonation cor1to,urili 
most English questions and the falling contour of most declarative 
tences.) As a poetic property, prosody is associated with meter, a 
segmental pattern that provides poetic discourse with pulse-like ,l,,"thiiii< 

of expectation variously marked at the syllabic, verbal, and phrasal 
The anatomical structures that support prosody began to 

300 mya, when vertebrates first heaved themselves out of the sea 
evolved an early model of the air-breathing respiratory system. From 
own relatively recent evolutionary perspective, we can consider 
as the means our highly social primate ancestors used to 
their needs and fears. For the earliest humans of the Lower 
vocalization continued to be a useful way to attract the attention 
and companions in order to influence their behavior. 

What is essential to note is that prosody, as a linguistic 
non, is phonation, not articulation (seep. 131). Though its features r 011 o,,,,o;; 
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somewhat modified by altering the shape of the oral cavity and mouth, 
rosodic sound is itself a function of the diaphragm, chest muscles, and 

iarynx, the latter being the final determiner. The relative tension of the 
laryngeal, or vocal, folds determine the pitch of any phonatory sound, 
he amount of air and the force with which it is expelled through them 
~etermines its volume, and the control with which these operations are 

erformed determines its duration. Humming provides a simple dem-
p · d .h onstration of phonatory mechamcs. When we hum, we may . o so e1t er 
with closed mouth, letting the sound resonate nasally, or with an open 
mouth ("oral phonation"). In either case, the tongue makes no move
ments or in any way engages the palate, teeth, or lips: the vibrating vocal 
folds control the action entirely. By contrast, when we whistle, our vocal 
folds are held open as the air from the lungs rises into the mouth, where 
the tongue regulates the size of the oral cavity and the lips regulate the 
size of orifice through which the air exits. The mouth, in effect, employs 
articulatory mechanics to mimic the phonatory action of the vocal folds. 

We open wide our mouths and phonate when we are surprised, en
dangered, or enraged or when we experience overwhelming pleasure, 
pain, or sorrow. In such circumstances, the sounds we make range from 
extended vowels and diphthongs (howls, growls, and groans) to loud, spas
modic glottal exhalations (laughter and sobbing) to softly extended exha
lations (sighs). Such is the expressive repertoire, inherited from some 55 
million years of primate experience, that, now integrated into human 
speech, resonates in the background of articulated words as prosodic 

paralanguage. 
Humans became fully articulate when they developed the lingual 

control necessary to engage the other "articulators"-soft palate, teeth, 
and lips-and thereby produce a variety of distinct phonemic conso
nants. Whispering demonstrates how oral articulation can be detached 
from laryngeal phonation and as such is the diametric opposite to hum
ming. Whisper a set of words. (Note, by the way, that you cannot whisper 
anything that does not sound phonemic and "word-like" -try whisper
ing the sound of a creaking door, an owl's hoot, or a horse's whinny.) 
While whispering, as in whistling, the vocal folds are held open, but now 
the tongue is fully engaged with the other articulators: since the larynx 
is not producing, and the mouth cannot produce, pitch variations, the 
whisper is monotonal. Its volume remaining relatively uniform, the sur
est way we have to emphasize a word is by lengthening its duration. 

In natural speech, prosodic features constitute the vocal/auditory 
ground, while phonemic articulation produces the focalized sound 
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figures. We hear the prosodic features while we listen to the words. 
employment oflinguistic prosody in the constructing of verbal artlf( 
not only oral, but also written, further indicates its ongoing relevan 
human communication. It should be noted, however, that compositf 
such as narrative, that require close attention to episodic details 
prosodic structures well in the background. The word "epic" det 
from the Greek word epos, speech, a fact that imderscores,the import 
of the narrator's and the third-persons' words are to hearers of a nar/ 
performance. Speech, especially urgently uttered speech, is prosodi 
irregular, its patterns unpredictable. The regularity of epic meter, th 
fore, is varied to accommodate speech rhythms and operates in' 
periphery as a calming phonatory accompaniment to the voices ofa ····· 
and images of action that words jaggedly evoke. 

Just as prelinguistic voice in the form of prosody continued al 
side language, prelinguistic gesture also continued. As David Mc . 
and others have amply demonstrated, gesture, as an expressive acco ··· 
niment to speech, is a universal human behavior, a fact that stro' 
supports the notion that it served that same purpose prior to the eat 
migrations of Homo sapiens sapiens out of Africa (100,000-70,000<,-, 
Before we can explore these, however, we should first consider what l;'i, 
of speech-associated behavior were-and still are-mediated by vJs 
displays, conveyed not only manually but also facially and posturaHt! 
should also note that they are not restricted to the musculature ' 
integument of the body but may also take the form of clothing and§ 
ment. In brief, we may refer to these indexical gestures as intrinsic ( 
by the body) and extrinsic (worn on the body). 

In a society in which a gestural system of communication has·b., 
effectively superseded by a vocal system, speakers would still nee , 
draw attention to themselves and, through a variety of indexical sit, 
convey affective information to supplement their symbolic (holistic orf 
mented) utterances. These would have included a set of manuaF~ 
brachia! movements not dissimilar to those we still use in conversatM 
but these would also include orofacial indices, e.g., scowls, smiles, bif, 
teeth, stares, and eyebrow flashes, as well as head movements and,p 
tural stances. To enhance this kinesic paralanguage, men and WO'l; 
would draw attention to these body parts by applying extrinsic indicef 
the form of paint, ornamentation, garments, and other accoutrem_ 
The eyes, brows, and mouth would be accentuated so that their affeC,. 
gestures could be seen at a distance. Necklaces could also be used 
frame the face in a draped semicircle that mirrored from below the 
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per semicircular outline of the skull. Bracelets and anklets could also 
make the body more expressive at a distance. 

Unless performed in total darkness, spoken art forms always fo
cused the visual attention of the audience upon the speaker. To reinforce 
this attention, this person may have been specially adorned, garmented, 
or masked. In most instances, the performer would be conveying a tradi
tional composition and would be assumed to be transmitting the words 
of another person (cf. imitative play, pp. 72-75). The strong visual pres
ence of any performer tends to merge that person with the image of the 
person he or she represents. The performance would therefore have the 
character of a self-transcending act, a resuscitation of the dead perhaps, 
or a theophanic vision. The total-body percept projected through kinesic 
paralanguage would therefore constitute a complex iconic sign that would 
tend to veil, if not wholly occlude, any mental images that might other
wise be evoked by the spoken words. This is the interference effect I men
tioned earlier. Unlike the words one reads from a printed page, the spo
ken words of an oral poem are not addressed exclusively to the imagination; 
instead, the costumes, mise-en-scene, and the performer's delivery consti
tute mental imagery externally actualized as spectacle.8 The oral perfor
mance of verbal artifacts thus derives much of its power to move audi
ences from exploiting earlier, more deeply embedded modes of primate 
communication, prelinguistic forms that persist in spoken discourse. 

In addition to phonatory and gestural elements, oral performance 
exhibits elements that may be identified as protolinguistic-namely, ho
lophrastic utterance. Here I refer, of course, to Alison Wray's theory of 
language origins (seep. 117), centering on the "formulaic sequence," de
fined as "a sequence, continuous or discontinuous, of words or other 
meaning elements, which is, or appears to be, prefabricated; that is, stored 
and retrieved whole from memory at the time of use, rather than being 
subject to generation or analysis by the language grammar" (Wray and 
Perkins, 2000:i). This form that Wray has proposed as the protolan
guage that directly preceded full, compositional language (1998, 2002b) 
has obvious implications for the study of orally composed and performed 
epic, seeming to fit quite well into the Parry-Lord oral-formulaic theory. 
The latter sought to account for the ability of performers of epic to im
provise their performance by inserting formulaic phrases in places ap
propriate to the narrative and to places in the metrical line. Milman 
Parry and his student, Alfred Lord, having discovered this practice among 
Balkan epic singers (guslari), reexamined the Homeric epics and found 
evidence there that the same method of improvisation had been used. 
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Other scholars subsequently found clear traces of formulaic language[ 
Beowulf and other oral-based narratives.' .. ; 

Oral-formulaic theory has focused on how helpful formulas are\, 
performers. I suspect, though, that they would not have been so fi: 
quently used if they were not also helpful to audiences. An audience· · 
joys the fluent telling of a tale and becomes uncomfortable when the tel 
seems to struggle to remember what comes riext, a gap that a fami!J 
formula may be used to fill. A performer who thus seems to be a sponC 
neously overflowing fountain of words will have a better chance ofho 
ing an audience's attention. 

Another reason audiences find formulas helpful will seem rat , 
counterintuitive: formulas sound spontaneous. When we have a lot) 
tell someone, when we "speak from the heart," we make no special eff,f 
to compose a string of words never before uttered. Spontaneous speec · 
when analyzed, is found to contain an ample amount of familiar idio .· 
homely prefabs, if you will (MacKenzie, 2000; Lin, 2010). Verbalar~,;~i(. 
facts, stored collectively and re-performed at semiregular intervals h~~f{ 
formal features, to be sure, epithets and other archaic phrases that~r~li1.'s, 
unlikely to be used in conversation. Nevertheless, this formulaic dicti~~*iif'.;. 
when culturally familiar to an audience, is recognized as a kind of spoJYi1tlJ 
taneous, idiomatic speech. We note this, for example, in the ever-availah;~i['½;: 
biblical phrases that fill the improvised sermons of skilled preacher,s,iJc•;{ 
(Rosenberg, 1970). ;,:,;; 

Formulaic speech in oral performance is another instance of an,,i';:f 
phoric repetition. On its function, the Swiss medievalist Paul Zumthij~f}f 
wrote: "Rather than as a type of organization, the formulaic style can b~:{\;_%: 
described as a discursive and intertextual strategy: it inserts and int~;;fii'¥ 
grates into the unfolding discourse linguistic and rhythmic fragme11ts,'f~r° 
borrowed from other preexisting messages that in principle belong,,jo;~t:I 
the same genre, sending the listener back to a familiar semantic universe b:ff'i;l:[ 
making the fragments functional within their exposition." (Zumtho!,>'\:( 
1990:89, italics added). . . /'.,jt 

As anaphoric repetitions, these vestiges of an ancient protolanguasf'};:·: 
thus function as music-like leitmotifs. Among the "design features" O{;i'r 
music, William Tecumseh Fitch (2006) lists performative contexts (musi~:;!:/0, 
is associated with certain social gatherings) and repeatability (music~hc:;;, 
pieces may be heard over and over again). This, he says, differentiate~ 
them from most utterances, which, once uttered, are never conscious!~ 
repeated. There are, however, recurrent circumstances that call for recu[/'.,,,c;,· 
rent utterances. Among these are greeting and farewells, prayers, tradiJ:t~1t ) 

·,·.,tr.<-,,;;:,•· 
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(ional stories, and dramas. These ritualized discourses are either whole 
formulas or abound in formulaic language (Fitch here cites Wray, 2002a). 
They also show another interesting trait: "such formulaic utterances 
have often been singled out by linguists as peculiar [because] their very 
similarity to music seems to differentiate them from ordinary language" 
(Fitch, 2006:180; see also Mithen, 2006:12). 

Fitch's claim that music is socially contextualized and repeatable 
and that certain verbal performances share these two "design features" 
with music makes a point we can all, I think, agree on. His suggestion, 
though, that greetings and farewells also share these two features raises 
even more interesting issues. If the formulaic phrases and intonation 
contours of greetings and farewells are modeled on a protolanguage of 
holistic utterances, might not this practice derive from yet older forms 
of social communication-namely, primate contact and location calls? 
After all, social networking did not originate with cell phones and iPads. 
Though we now attach words to our own electronic contact and location 
calls, their purpose is often the same-to let persons within our own "so
ciety of intimates" know where and how we are and, in return, to know 
where and how they are. Perhaps formulaic phrases in traditional oral 
narratives were similarly used to affirm cultural identity and social soli
darity and did so more as instantly recognizable musical phrases than as 
pieces of information. 

The traditional forms of oral poetry reflect more than a cultural con
servatism. There is that, of course, but these paleopoetic forms seem also 
rooted in universal human cognitive traits. Vocal and gestural codes 
continue to operate alongside spoken language and continue to enrich it 
with fleeting nuances of mood and emotion. Moreover, the prevalence of 
formulaic phrasing both in spontaneous speech and in oral performance 
suggests that an earlier linguistic form continues to function within 
modern, syntax-structured language. 




